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Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) can be limitlessly expanded and
differentiated into almost all cell types. Moreover, they are amenable to gene
manipulation and, because they are established from somatic cells, can be established
from essentially any person. Based on these characteristics, iPSCs have been extensively
studied as cell sources for tissue grafts, blood transfusions and cancer immunotherapies,
and related clinical trials have started. From an immune-matching perspective, autologous
iPSCs are perfectly compatible in principle, but also require a prolonged time for reaching
the final products, have high cost, and person-to-person variation hindering their common
use. Therefore, certified iPSCs with reduced immunogenicity are expected to become off-
the-shelf sources, such as those made from human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-homozygous
individuals or genetically modified for HLA depletion. Preclinical tests using
immunodeficient mice reconstituted with a human immune system (HIS) serve as an
important tool to assess the human alloresponse against iPSC-derived cells. Especially,
HIS mice reconstituted with not only human T cells but also human natural killer (NK) cells
are considered crucial. NK cells attack so-called “missing self” cells that do not express
self HLA class I, which include HLA-homozygous cells that express only one allele type
and HLA-depleted cells. However, conventional HIS mice lack enough reconstituted
human NK cells for these tests. Several measures have been developed to overcome this
issue including the administration of cytokines that enhance NK cell expansion, such as IL-
2 and IL-15, the administration of vectors that express those cytokines, and genetic
manipulation to express the cytokines or to enhance the reconstitution of human myeloid
cells that express IL15R-alpha. Using such HIS mice with enhanced human NK cell
reconstitution, alloresponses against HLA-homozygous and HLA-depleted cells have
been studied. However, most studies used HLA-downregulated tumor cells as the target
cells and tested in vitro after purifying human cells from HIS mice. In this review, we give an
overview of the current state of iPSCs in cell therapies, strategies to lessen their
immunogenic potential, and then expound on the development of HIS mice with
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reconstituted NK cells, followed by their utilization in evaluating future universal HLA-
engineered iPSC-derived cells.
Keywords: humanized mice, human induced pluripotent stem cells, regenerative medicine, natural killer cells,
human leukocyte antigen
INTRODUCTION

The ability to reprogram adult cells into induced pluripotent
stem cells (iPSCs) has changed regenerative medicine. The
original reprogramming to induce pluripotency in somatic cells
was done by the ectopic co-expression of four transcriptions
factors, c-MYC, OCT3/4, SOX2 and KLF4, or similar
combinations (1–4). iPSCs (re-)acquire the ability to develop
the three embryonic germ layers and propagate in culture
indefinitely. Their cell fate can then be further directed to
differentiate iPSCs into various types of differentiated human
cells (5). In addition, iPSCs can be established from essentially
anyone and genetically manipulated. iPSCs are therefore
regarded as a suitable platform to develop regenerative
cell therapies.

As iPSC-derived cells make their way to clinical applications,
allogeneic cells as off-the-shelf products are being preferentially
considered (6, 7). Thus, a critical challenge is making iPSCs
immunologically tolerable by the receiving individual. To
circumvent the most significant alloimmune barriers to
allotransplantation, namely the mismatch of HLA, a number of
strategies are being explored. iPSCs can be established from
people with homozygous HLA haplotypes, which would increase
the number of matching recipients to a single donor, and are
available through iPSC stocks (8–10). In addition, engineering
the HLA expression of the cells to be transplanted, specifically
downregulating HLA, could also be immunologically tolerable
for the recipient. However, even supposing that the T cell-based
pr imary re ject ion mechanism is avoided by HLA
downregula t ion , natura l k i l l e r (NK) ce l l s possess
complementary recognition pathways which can promote graft
rejection (11–13).

Accurately recapitulating NK cell rejection mechanisms in
vivo is therefore crucial for successful HLA-homozygous and
HLA-engineered iPSC-based transplantation therapies. To this
end, notable efforts have allowed for mice with a humanized
immune system (HIS) to acquire an increasingly comprehensive
representation of human immune cell populations (14). From
interventions aiming to entirely mute the mouse immune system
to sophisticated genetic engineering to switch mouse immune
factors to their human version, strategies have yielded mouse
models that can recapitulate specific parts of human immunity.
Notably, the reconstitution of the innate immune compartment,
such as myeloid cells and NK cells, has recently gathered a fair
amount of attention.

This review aims to provide the reader with an overview of the
therapeutic potential of iPSCs with strategies to overcome HLA
barriers in regenerative medicine, along with their evaluation in
HIS mice sufficiently reconstituted with human NK cells.
org 2
CURRENT STATUS OF THE
CLINICAL APPLICATION OF IPSCS
IN REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

Cell replacement therapy and regenerative medicine advances are
excitingly multiplying as research explores their great proliferation
potential and high versatility of iPSC application. Contrary to the
relatively controversial embryonic stem cells (ESCs), iPSCs do not
involve the handling of embryonic material and therefore provide a
more acceptable platform to develop regenerative therapies.
Nevertheless, norms and expectations surrounding the ethical
implications of iPSCs have been accounted for since the early
times of their development (15) and regularly discussed since then
(16, 17). In addition to their minimal ethical hurdle, iPSCs – like
ESCs – can be produced off-the shelf in clinically relevant quantities
in bioreactors or culture dishes, which enables a stable supply and
use for emergency situations, given the right logistics. They can also
be differentiated into various types of adult human cells (5) as well
as qualified for safety (pathogens and contamination) and
consistency (genotyping, phenotype characterization). iPSCs are
also relatively receptive to genetic engineering, which opens endless
possibilities for clinical applications. Reports from pre-clinical and
in vitro studies, reviews (6, 18, 19), as well as two clinical trials for
age-related macular degeneration (AMD) (20, 21) and, more
recently, mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) for graft versus host
disease (GVHD) (22) have so far indicated that iPSC-based
therapies are safe.

Although iPSCs are only a little over a decade old, as of
December 2020, about twenty clinical trials have been publicly
announced as either completed or ongoing, including one
targeting COVID-19 using iPSC-derived MSCs (23) (Table 1).
AMD was the first pathology to be given approval for human
transplantation of iPSCs-derived cells (20, 21). To date
degenerative eye disorders are of the most commonly targeted
diseases in iPSC-based clinical trials (24–27), along with cardiac
syndromes such as heart failure and myocardial ischemia (28–
32), followed by neuropathies - Parkinson’s disease and spinal
cord injury (33, 34) -, and thrombocytopenia from aplastic
anemia (35). In contrast to the replacement of defective cells
illustrated by those studies mentioned previously, iPSCs-based
development of immunotherapies, namely iPSC-derived MSCs
and iPSC-derived NK cells, have been conducted more
proactively by the private sector for GVHD (36) and
hematologic malignancies (37–40), respectively. Of note,
within all the trial mentioned, three used autologous patient-
derived iPSCs as the source of the cell for transplantation (two
trials for AMD and the trial for thrombocytopenia from aplastic
anemia), while the other trials transplanted cells differentiated
from banked iPSCs.
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STRATEGIES TO CIRCUMVENT
IMMUNE REJECTION AGAINST
IPSC-DERIVED GRAFTS

Graft rejection is a major issue in allogeneic transplantations.
The general mechanism of an allograft rejection is the dominant
activation of the recipient’s T cells by recognizing non-self
alloantigens on the donor major histocompatibility complex
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 3
(MHC) antigens, which are HLAs in the case of humans. Jean
Dausset described the first HLA, HLA-A2, in 1958 (41) after his
observat ions in 1952 of donor-recipient leukocyte
incompatibilities, which were then extended to tissues. Today
we know that the two classes of HLA, class I, HLA-A, -B, and –C,
and class II, HLA-DR, -DP, and -DQ, are encoded within
chromosome 6p21 (Figure 1) (42). Humans carry a pair of
HLA haplotypes, which are specifically distributed relative to
A B

FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic structure of human leukocyte antigen (HLA). Targeting the b2M subunit of HLA-I will cause disruption of all HLA-I expression [major (A–C)
and minor (E–G)]. (B) The presence of HLA-I matching with the recipient NK cells’ inhibitory KIR receptor (iKIR) will induce tolerance, while the lack or downregulation
of HLA-I will trigger NK cell immunity.
TABLE 1 | Registered clinical trials using iPSCs.

Affiliation Disease target Cell therapy ID Date Cell source

Help Therapeutics Heart failure iPSC-CMs NCT03763136 (estimated) May 1, 2019 Allogeneic
University Medical Center
Goettingen

Heart failure iPSC-CMs and stromal cells in
hydrogel

NCT04396899 (estimated) December,
2020

Allogeneic

Osaka University Myocardial ischemia iPSC-CMs NCT04696328 2-Dec-19 Allogeneic
National Eye Institute AMD iPSC-RPE on PLGA scaffold NCT04339764 23-Sep-20 Autologous
Cynata Therapeutics Steroid-resistant

GVHD
iPSC-MSCs NCT02923375 1-Mar-17 Allogeneic

Fate Therapeutics Various cancers iPSC-NK cells NCT03841110 15-Feb-19 Allogeneic
Fate Therapeutics AML, B-cell

lymphoma
iPSC-NK cells NCT04023071 4-Oct-19 Allogeneic

Fate Therapeutics B-cell lymphoma or
CLL

iPSC-NK cells NCT04245722 19-Mar-20 Allogeneic

Fate Therapeutics AML, multiple
myeloma

iPSC-NK cells NCT04614636 (estimated) November,
2020

Allogeneic

Cynata Therapeutics COVID-19, ARDS iPSC-MSCs NCT04537351 24-Aug-20 Allogeneic
Keio University School of
Medicine

Heart failure iPSC-CMs jRCTa032200189 9-Nov-20 Allogeneic

Kobe City Eye Hospital Retinitis Pigmentosa iPSC-RPE jRCTa050200027 5-Oct-20 Allogeneic
Kyoto University Hospital Thrombocytopenia iPSC-platelets jRCTa050190117 14-May-19 Autologous
Keio University School of
Medicine

Spinal cord injury iPSC-neural stem/progenitor cells jRCTa031190228 1-Dec-20 Allogeneic

Kyoto University Hospital Parkinson's disease iPSC-dopaminergic progenitors JMA-IIA00384 12-Sep-18 Allogeneic
RIKEN AMD iPSC-RPE UMIN000011929 2-Oct-13 Autologous
Kobe City Eye Hospital AMD iPSC-RPE UMIN000026003 6-Feb-17 Allogeneic (HLA-

matched)
April 2021 | Volume 12
AMD, age-related macular degeneration; GVHD, graft versus host disease; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; ARDS, acute respiratory distress syndrome;
CMs, cardiomyocytes; MSCs, mesenchymal stromal cells; RPE, Retinal Pigment Epithelium.
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ethnicities and geographic regions. To minimize the rejection
caused by an alloimmune response, matching for the HLA
haplotype between the donor and recipient is necessary, and
comprehensive guidelines are applied for best practices to ensure
clinical benefits to the patients (43–45).

HLA class I are cell surface proteins built up with a
polymorphic heavy chain and a conserved light chain, called b-
2-microglobulin (b2M), forming together a functional
heterodimer (Figure 1). They are found in all nucleated cells
and platelets, although their expression in iPSCs is lower
compared to somatic cells (46). The main function of HLA
class I molecules is to display peptide antigens to T cell receptors
(TCRs) on CD8+ T cells. In contrast, CD4+ T cells receive
antigenic cues from peptides mounted on HLA class II, which are
expressed only in dendritic cells (DCs), macrophages, B cells and
other antigen-presenting cells (APCs). When the HLA on
transplanted cells is different from the host, T cells will initiate
cytotoxic and other immune responses leading to
graft destruction.

iPSCs offer a unique opportunity to circumvent the
immunological barriers to transplantation, and, as reviewed
elsewhere (47, 48), a number of strategies are being explored to
reduce the potential immunogenicity of the iPSC (or ESC)-
derived biological transplantation material. The three main
strategies, autologous, HLA homozygous and HLA depleted,
are discussed here (Figure 2).
AUTOLOGOUS IPSC-DERIVED GRAFTS

The history of allotransplantation has revealed HLA as the major
driver of an immune response, but minor histocompatibility
antigens and ABO antigens can be crucial alloantigens as well.
Therefore, immunosuppressive agents with non-negligible side
effects are usually used. However, rejection still cannot be
controlled in some cases. Autologous iPSCs can be established
from essentially any patient so long a small portion of skin or
blood is available and provide differentiated cells that, in
principle, cause no alloimmune-mediated rejection. However,
there are some reports stating the immunogenicity of autologous
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 4
iPSC-derived grafts, which may be due to epigenetically
dysregulated expression of immunogenic proteins, somatic
mutations and other alterations due to genetic instabilities and
genetic manipulations (49–56).

Based on less concern of rejection and donor-derived
infection, autologous iPSCs were chosen in the first clinical
trial for AMD, which reported no adverse events two years
after the transplantation (20). In the case of the trial for
thrombocytopenia due to aplastic anemia, the person receiving
iPSC-derived platelets suffers from platelet transfusion
refractoriness due to an anti-platelet alloantibody, justifying
the transplantation of autologous cells (35, 57).

Autologous iPSC-derived cells are often not practical,
however, because as mentioned above, establishing iPSCs from
patients and differentiating them to a final cell product each time
requires labor- and cost-intensive logistics and the quality would
vary each time (17). Indeed, not only could the therapy be
prohibitively expensive, it may also not even be available in
time to benefit the patient. Moreover, in the case the pathology is
caused by a mutation, the generated cells will possess the same
mutation if not corrected by genetic engineering.
HLA-HOMOZYGOUS IPSC STOCKS AS
SOURCE CELLS OF ALLOGRAFTS

As an alternative, iPSCs established from people with
homozygous HLA haplotypes are available through iPSC stock
projects. Currently, there is momentum to build biobanks of
iPSCs with enough HLA haplotypes to supply HLA-matched
cells to a wide population (8–10). iPSCs with homozygous HLA
haplotypes are stocked, and good manufacturing practice (GMP)
grade lines have been distributed for regenerative medicine.
Homozygous haplotypes are advantageous, since they have
wide compatibility potential due to the need to only match one
of the two HLA haplotypes of the recipient to avoid the intense
rejection mediated by T cell-HLA interactions. Thus, the mass
production of uniform allogeneic off-the-shelf donor-derived
material would greatly expand the number of patients who
would benefit from these regenerative therapies. Accordingly,
FIGURE 2 | Capability of iPSCs to provide immune-compatible products.
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allogeneic iPSCs are predominantly preferred in clinical trials
using iPSC products (Table 1).

However, limitations still exist, because HLA are highly
polymorphic, and, as mentioned earlier, epitope heterogeneity
greatly varies between geographic regions and ethnicities.
Building stocks for a heterogeneous population is a greater
logistic and financial challenge than for a relatively
homogeneous population. For example, the required size of the
Japanese HLA-homozygous iPS cell bank is relatively small
compared with other regions (17). Moreover, banks must take
in account alleles of rare frequencies, which adds to the number
of cells to stock. Indeed, it becomes increasing difficult to cover a
higher rate of the population. For Japan, the 10 most frequent
HLA haplotypes can cover 50% of the population, but the 75
most frequent haplotypes are needed to reach 80%, and 140 to
reach 90% (9, 17). Considering that each iPSC cell line needs to
undergo careful characterization and regulatory safety
evaluation, the workload, although feasible, is costly and
time-consuming.
HLA DEPLETION

Another option is to leverage the property of iPSCs to be
amenable to genetic manipulation, specifically, eliminate or
downregulate the HLA expression, to avoid T cell recognition
(Figure 3). For most cases, the reduction of HLA class I
expression have been achieved by targeting the conserved b2M
chain. Researchers have access to several molecular tools to
disrupt b2M expression, and the choice depends on the
outcome needed. Post-transcriptional manipulation by RNA
interference (RNAi), either using small interfering RNA
(siRNA) or short hairpin RNA (shRNA), stably downregulated
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 5
or silenced the expression of HLA proteins in B-lymphocyte cell
lines (58) in conjunction with human ESCs (59), iPSCs (60),
primary human hepatocytes (61), endothelial cells (62, 63) and in
a perfusion system at the whole organ level in rat kidney (64).
Silencing with RNAi proved to be stable even after the iPSCs
were differentiated to megakaryocytes and even platelets (60).
TALENs (65), CRISPR/Cas9 (66–71) and vector-mediated gene
targeting technology (72–74), on the other hand, are used to
achieve complete depletion of HLA-I through b2M-targeting.
The simultaneous knockout of HLA-A/B/C by multiplex
CRISPR/Cas9 has also been reported (75).

Notably, in those studies, the complete knockout of HLA was
found stable after the ESC/iPSCs were differentiated, and no off-
target integration or non-specific cleavage events were observed
(66, 74). However, current technology cannot rule out off-target
events and potential unwanted cell behavior. Introducing
modalities such as suicide genes or other safeguards to
eliminate the possibility of grafts with uncontrolled growth is
recommended (76). Two major suicide genes studied are
thymidine kinase gene of the herpes simplex virus (HSV-TK),
which can be switched on with ganciclovir treatment, and
inducible caspase-9 (iCas9), which can be activated with a
synthetic chemical inducer of dimerization (CID) treatment.
To overcome its inactivation in proliferating cells, HSV-TK
gene was transcriptionally linked to a cell-division gene CDK1
(77). Further, the combination of HSV-TK and iCas9 can kill all
cell types or specifically undifferentiated ESCs/iPSCs (78). New
technologies such as synthetic microRNA switches can also be
applied to eliminate unwanted cells safely (79, 80).

Both knockdown and knockout have distinct advantages.
Because CD8+T cell immunity can be triggered by even a very
low number of HLA-I-peptide complexes (81), complete
knockout of HLA class I can enable total invisibility from
FIGURE 3 | iPSC engineering strategies to inhibit allogeneic immunity and promote tolerance.
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T cell cytotoxicity. This approach is also applicable for CD4+ T
cells and HLA class II-mediated antigen presentation, for which
disruption is achieved by targeting class II MHC transactivator
(CIITA) genes (66–69). Additionally, neither approach seems to
be detrimental to cell function after differentiation to
megakaryocytes and platelets (70, 71), cardiomyocytes (67, 68)
or RPE cells (66). However, because HLA class I molecules are
also ligands that negatively regulate the activation of NK cells, the
complete loss of HLA class I risks triggering a response by NK
cells through “missing self” immunity, thus, residual expression
instead of complete removal of HLA class I might be preferential
to prevent graft rejection by NK cells.
EVADING NK CELL RESPONSE
AGAINST HLA-HOMOZYGOUS OR
HLA-DEPLETED CELLS

NK cells are the innate counterpart of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells,
presenting cytotoxic activities and releasing cytokines such as
interferon-g (IFNg) upon target cell recognition. NK cells
recognize “missing self” cells that have downregulated the
expression of HLA class I (11–13), such as virus-infected cells,
tumor cells and experimentally HLA-mismatch allografts. The
balance between activation and inhibitory signals regulates NK
cell activity, and HLA class I molecules act as ligands that inhibit
NK cell activation through killer immunoglobulin-like receptors
(KIR) and CD94/NKG2A heterodimer (Figure 1). Among HLA
class I molecules, all HLA-C molecules and some HLA-A and
HLA-B are ligands for inhibitory KIRs. HLA-C molecules are
divided into C1 and C2 groups based on the group of KIR they
bind. Accordingly, one study showed that endothelial cells
generated from HLA-C1/C1 iPSCs were killed by NK cells
from an HLA-C1/C2 individual in vitro, as they were regarded
as missing C2 (82). This “missing self HLA-C” immune response
demonstrates the importance of considering the rejection of
HLA-homozygous and HLA-depleted iPSC-derived allografts
by host NK cells.

Attempts to promote tolerance against NK cells for
transplanted iPSC-derived cells have come from a deeper
understanding of the involvement of HLA-C, non-classical
HLA class I (HLA-E, -F and -G) and self-signal (CD47 and
PD-L1) pathways in cancer evasion as well as in physiological
immune privileged sites, particularly the maternal-placenta
interface (Figure 3) (83–86). In early studies, isoforms of
HLA-G, a quasi-monomorphic HLA, were expressed in HLA
class I-deficient or HLA class I-expressing cell lines and proved
to be protective against NK cell cytotoxic activity in both cases
(87, 88). In vitro, the forced expression of HLA-G induced an
immunosuppressive phenotype in human ESCs expressing
moderate levels of HLA-A, -B, -C, and low levels of HLA
class II as well as in their epidermal precursor derivatives,
which expressed lower levels of HLA-I overall (89). Riteau
et al. showed that HLA-E was also a potent inhibitor of NK
cell cytotoxicity (86). In an in vivo monkey model, iPSC-
derived RPE cells were shown to repress NK cell cytotoxicity
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 6
by a mechanism dependent on HLA-E, which was naturally
expressed on these cells (90). Recently, human ESCs with
knock-in of only HLA-E in conjunction with the depletion of
whole HLA class I by targeting b2M did not elicit an immune
response from either CD8+T cells or NK cells in vitro and in
vivo (72).

Another strategy exploits immune checkpoint molecules such
as PD-L1 and CD47. Both are immunomodulatory molecules
involved in mechanisms of self-protection or “don’t eat me”
signaling. CD47 is a ubiquitous receptor whose function is to
inhibit phagocytosis (91). Its overexpression in MHC class I
knockout murine iPSCs was protective in a mouse model (68).
Finally, the selective targeting of classical HLA class I has been
proposed as a strategy to create hypo-immune cells that are
“invisible” to NK cells. Indeed, the specific targeting of HLA-A in
B-lymphocyte cell lines in vitro and the disruption of both HLA-
A and -B alleles in iPSCs in vitro and in vivo reduced lysis by T
cells and NK cells (58, 69, 92).
MODELLING HUMAN IMMUNITY IN
HIS MOUSE MODELS

Transplantation tolerance and rejection mechanisms operate
through several interconnected pathways involving both the
adaptive and innate immune systems (93). Animal models
should therefore recapitulate as many human immune system
components as possible. In the human immune system, these
cellular and molecular components work as an overall horizontal
system that allows redundant and complementary processes to
efficiently protect against internal and external threats to the
body’s homeostasis. The mouse immune system mirrors the
general paradigms of these complementary processes in humans,
but differs in finer but significant aspects (94, 95). Although not
perfect models (94, 95), mice are nonetheless instrumental pre-
clinical assets for testing new therapies before moving on to
human trials. In order to improve the predictive value of rodent-
based studies so that mechanistic insights into immune
responses are not “lost in translation” but highly relevant for
transplantation studies, immune-deficient mice can be engrafted
with a functional human immune system (Figure 4). These
models will hereafter be referred to as HIS mice.

Three sources of human hemato-lymphoid cells or tissues are
commonly transplanted into immunodeficient mice to stably
reconstitute the human immune system. 1) In the hu-PBLmodel,
peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL) are isolated from human
blood and then transplanted into mice. 2) In the hu-SRC
model, the cells transplanted are human severe combined
immunodeficiency (SCID) repopulating cells (SRC), that is to
say: CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) from umbilical
cord blood (UCB), fetal liver, bone marrow (BM) or granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) mobilized peripheral blood.
3) In the last model, hu-BLT (BM/liver/thymus), a combination
of fetal liver and thymus fragments is injected under the kidney
capsule with fetal liver HSCs. Choosing one model over the other
will lead to varying outcomes in the engraftment level or
April 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 662360
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repopulation allotment (96). Briefly, the hu-PBL model has the
advantage of grafting readily mature lymphoid cells and has a
high reconstitution of CD3+ T cells, while the hu-SRC and hu-
BLT models employ more primitive stem cells. As a
consequence, the hu-PBL model provides a relatively easy and
straightforward recapitulation of the mature immune system, but
also the least physiological. Furthermore, it easily develops xeno-
GVHD, which limits the experimental window period. The hu-
SRC model takes a comparatively longer time to achieve
reconstitution but provides the multilineage development of
hematopoietic cells and can recapitulate the development of
the endogenous human immune system. However, innate
immune cells such as myeloid lineages and NK cells as well as
T cells are less developed. In addition, xeno-GVHD could still
develop, but this can be overcome by the depletion of mouse
MHC molecules (97). The hu-BLT model is reputed to have the
highest level of human cell reconstitution and allows the robust
reconstitution of educated T cells. However, it requires high
technical skills to produce as well as fetal human tissue, thus, its
availability is very limited.

The development of an HIS following the xenotransplantation of
human cells is not tolerated unless the mice are severely
immunocompromised first. Humanization of the mouse immune
system is built on three main steps of genetic manipulation and
breeding. Historically, the first genetic mutant immunodeficient
mice was CB17-scid mice discovered in 1983, in which severe
combined immunodeficiency (scid) affecting T and B cells
resulted from the spontaneous homozygous loss of a functional
mutation in the PRKDC gene (protein kinase, DNA-activated,
catalytic polypeptide) (98). However, the mutation did not mute
the innate immune system, and murine adaptive cells progressively
reconstituted as the mice aged, which resulted in the low
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 7
engraftment of human cells. In a subsequent manipulation, the
scid mutation was crossed in non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice
(NOD-scid), which resulted in lower innate immune system
function and resolved the diabetes from the NOD background,
which was T-cell mediated (99, 100). NOD-scid mice have been
extensively used in xenotransplantation studies, but they are
impeded by a characteristically short lifespan and predisposition
to lymphoma, a still relatively low level of chimerism, and the
progressive “leaking” of T and B cells. Recombination-activating
gene (Rag)-1 and Rag-2 knockout mice helped to reduce the
reappearance of the adaptive immune system but resolved neither
the tendency of the NOD-scid to develop lymphomas nor the
engraftment issues. The last major genetic manipulation, namely the
disruption of murine cytokine signaling by targeting the interleukin-
2 (IL-2) receptor g chain locus, resulted in higher chimerism levels
and more silencing of both adaptive and innate cells. The resulting
immunodeficient IL2rgnull mice were then crossed with various
stains such as NOD-scid to produce the NOD-scid gamma strain
(NSG) and in the same manner the NOD-Rag1 gamma (NRG) and
BALB/c- Rag2 gamma (BRG) strains.
ENHANCING NK CELL RECONSTITUTION
IN HIS MOUSE MODELS

NSG-, NOG-, and BRG-based HIS mice have had an important
beneficial impact in biomedical research but are more inclined
toward modelling T and B cells and do not adequately
reconstituted innate effectors, particularly myeloid cells and
NK cells. Human NK cells constitute 10% to 15% of human
peripheral lymphocytes, but were found to be around 1% to 3%
in HIS mice (101). Despite their poor representation, NK cells
FIGURE 4 | Current challenges in recounstituting a human immune system in immundeficient mice.
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have been identified in various organs, their phenotype
described, and their function (cytotoxicity and cytokine
production) assessed in hu-SRC (102–105) and hu-BLT (106)
models. Additionally, several approaches have been studied over
the decade to successfully reconstitute more mature human NK
cells with cytotoxic function in vivo or ex vivo.
EXOGENOUS SUPPLY OF HUMAN
CYTOKINES

Human cytokine supplementation has quickly proven to be
useful for NK cell proliferation and differentiation in HIS mice
(101, 104, 105, 107). Human cytokines can be either repeatedly
administered or their expression introduced by cytokine-
encoding virus vectors or plasmids. One such cytokine
considered crucial for NK cell development is IL-15, which,
along with IL-2 and IL-7, belongs to the family of cytokines that
shares common g chain (gc) as their receptor subunit to convey
activation signals (108). The binding of IL-15 to the b and g
heterodimer complex of IL-15 receptor (IL-15Rbg) requires
trans-presentation in complex with IL-15Ra, which is
expressed on myeloid-lineage cells such as monocytes and
dendritic cells and also stromal cells (108). Indeed, the
injection of human IL-15/IL-15Ra complex induced extensive
human NK cell expansion and differentiation toward the late
stage CD56loCD16+ and KIR+ phenotypes in BRG mice
receiving human CD34+ fetal liver cells, although the organ
reconstitution was low in lymphoid organs (101). Reconstitution
in mice was enhanced also by IL-15 supplementation via
plasmids that express IL-15 and FLT3 ligand in mice (107). or
by adenovirus vectors that express human IL-15 (101). The
introduction of human FLT3 ligand in adenovirus vector alone
can also expand human myeloid and NK cells in HIS mice (109).
In this case, human FLT3 ligand primarily expands the myeloid
cells, which in turn provide human IL-15/IL-15Ra to expand the
human NK cells.
TRANSGENIC EXPRESSION OF HUMAN
CYTOKINE GENES

The genetic engineering of interleukins in HIS mice models can
increase the number of NK cells in lymphoid and non-lymphoid
organs (110–112) as well as the number of CXCR6+ tissue-
resident NK cells in the spleen, liver and BM (111, 112). The
knock-in of human IL-15 (SRG-15 (111)) or double knock-in of
IL-7 and IL-15 (hIL-7xhIL-15 KI (112)) on the other brought a
significant increase in the number of human NK cells in
peripheral blood compared with conventional NOG or NSG
mice, achieving the physiological NK cell numbers observed in
human blood in SRG-15 mice.

IL-2 and IL-7 are also two cytokines regarded fundamental to
NK physiology and supplementation candidates to improve NK
reconstitution. Accordingly, the transgenic expression of human
IL-2 gene in a NOG mouse substrain (Hu-HSCs NOG–IL-2 Tg
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 8
(110)) was able to increase the human NK cell number, but
supplementation with IL-7 alone proved to be insufficient (113).
The same insufficiency was found after knocking in just IL-7 in
the lymphoid and non-lymphoid organs of NSG mice (112).

While researchers have increased the number of human NK
cells in SRG-15 mice, the cells did not have the high degree of
similarity with the NK cell repertoire of humans after stimulation
(111). NK cells from SRG-15 lacked licensed (or “educated”) NK
cell subsets and showed a hypo-responsiveness when challenged
with K562 cells (111). The hIL-7xhIL-15 KI model also could not
reflect the normal frequency of mature human NK cells, on par
with hIL-15 or hIL-15-hIL/15Ra complex injection studies
(112). Finally, Hu-HSCs NOG–IL-2 Tg NK cells showed a bias
toward IL-2 chronic activation phenotypes, and their receptor
expression did not always correspond to their natural human NK
counterparts, although the KIR diversity range did (110).
NEXT GENERATION OF HIS MICE

Constitutive exposure to specific sets of human interleukins
through genetic engineering seems to improve the number of
NK cells in HIS mice and achieves a high reconstitution of NK
cells that is superior to simple injections. However, intravenous
and hydrodynamic injections of the expression plasmids as well
as transgenic modifications induce systemic supra-physiological
levels of human cytokines, which do not recapitulate the typical
spatial and temporal expression in humans. While the
replacement of mouse genes with their human counterparts
allows for physiological regulation to take place, the
replacement of interleukins involved in NK cell development
has proven to be insufficient for mirroring human NK immunity
(111, 112).

Accordingly, there seems to be more biological layers that still
need to be introduced in HIS mice in order to improve the
precision of human NK cell immunity reconstitution. One such
path is the reconstitution of the immune cell niche in the mouse
microenvironment, since NK cells typically mature through
exposition to human myeloid - such as monocytes
macrophages and dendritic cells- and epithelial/stromal cells,
which are likely to be sources of IL-15/IL-15Ra (114). However,
the mouse microenvironment-human cells cross-reactivity is
limited (94, 101). Moreover, improving myeloid cell lineage
representation might improve cell engraftment, as observed
after the co-injection of T cell-depleted “support” cells (115).
An exception is the maintenance of ex vivo expanded UCB-
derived NK cells in HIS mice, in which autologous UCB was used
for the humanized cell source (116).

Several strategies that use gene knock-in and knock-out to
produce the human microenvironment and signal networks have
shown optimized myelopoiesis in HIS mice: NSG-SGM3 mice,
also designated NSGS, express the human cytokines stem cell
factor (SCF), granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor
(GM-CSF), and IL-3 (117, 118); NSGW41 mice show an
inactivated mutant mouse Kit gene (119, 120); NOG-EXL mice
expresses human IL-3 and GM-CSF (121); and MISTRG mice
express human macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF),
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IL-3, GM-CSF, and thrombopoietin (TPO) (114). In the NSGS,
NSGW41 and NOG-EX models, more comprehensive NK cell
development is required. However, when engrafted with UCB
CD34+ cells, NSGS recently showed better engraftment of CD3-
CD56+ NK cells in the BM and spleen compared to NSG mice
(122, 123). In contrast, abundant human myeloid cells and
monocytes were found to be source of IL-15 and IL-15Ra in
MISTRGmice, and a significant increase in NK cell numbers was
observed in various organs of this model with effectual cytotoxic
and IFNg production (114).

While these models provide a new ground to explore NK
reconstitution, no model has achieved all-inclusive human
immunity. Therefore, each model should be carefully
considered depending on its specific advantages and
shortcomings to fit the intended research purposes and further
adjustments are required. For example, NK cells need education
through inhibitory receptors and, notably, HLA-I molecules, to
acquire their effector function. Since mice express their own set
of MHC-I, it is likely that the reconstituted NK cells are less
responsive than they should be. Supporting human NK cell
reconstitution in mice could be achieved with more genetic
modifications, such as mouse strains modified to express
human MHC-I, which have already been developed (124), and
exogenously supplying NK-specific cytokines, as shown recently
using injections of IL15/IL-15Ra in MSTRGmice (70). However,
because immunity is an intricate and refined system, tentative
tampering often comes with a price to the mice’s health.
Cytokines are known to have systemic toxicity, and recent
mouse strains develop life-shortening syndromes (118, 125,
126). This effect, coupled with the development of xeno-
GVHD, potentially worsens in the case of IL-15 injection, since
T cells also benefit from IL-15 supplementation, limiting long-
term graft studies. However, as mentioned above, this may be
overcome by depleting mouse MHC molecules (97).

EVALUATION OF HLA-DEFICIENT CELLS
IN HIS MICE WITH NK CELLS
The evaluation in HIS mice of HLA-homozygous or HLA-
engineered iPSC-derived cells for regenerative therapy should
be done in the presence of human NK cells in order to model the
full range of NK functions. In particular, whether “missing self”
grafts are rejected in vivo by human NK cells reconstituted in HIS
mice models needs to be examined. In these experiments,
components of the graft survival and tolerance response are
comparatively evaluated against rejection controls, and evidences
of rejection capability is essential to validate the response of the
host mouse. An adequate rejection control will depend on the
work outline, such the tolerance-induced condition vs. non-
induced condition, autologous vs. allogeneic, wild-type vs.
HLA engineered cells. It can also depend on the intrinsic
properties of the graft. In the case of blood cell transfusions,
the control and target populations can be mixed, administered
and assessed for the ration thereafter. In the case of solid organs,
two different fragments can be compared in different sites or
different individuals.
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The intra-graft presence of immune cells, when relevant, is
the most common feature assessed in PSC-derived cell
transplantation studies (72, 125–133), although its use as an
estimation of actual rejection is controversial (127, 128, 133).
Commonly, the assessment of immune cell infiltration is
complemented by other measures of rejection, such as (but not
limited to) tracking graft survival in vivo with fluorescence or
bioluminescence imaging (BLI) (68, 69, 72, 125, 126), tissue
damage analysis with staining for cell death markers (126, 127),
or, when possible, by assays of the loss or gain of graft function
such as blood glucose regulation by human ESC-derived islet like
cells grafts (128).

As mentioned above, in vitro responses of NK cells from
HLA-C1/C2 donors against HLA-C1/C1 homozygous iPSC-
derived endothelial cells have been observed (82), raising
concern of NK cells rejecting HLA-homozygous grafts.
Meanwhile, an in vivo study that transplanted MHC
homozygous monkey iPSC-derived neurons into monkey brain
did not observe the infiltration of NK cells in the engrafted tissue
(129) and a later preclinical study confirmed the survival of
human HLA-homozygous iPSC-derived dopaminergic
progenitors in mouse brain (19). In a clinical trial setting, the
graft survival of HLA-homozygous RPE cells following local
steroid administration was reported (21). However, in vivo
studies are still few, and since the brain and eyes are regarded
as immune privileged sites, whether HLA-homozygous cells
could be rejected by NK cells should be differently assessed for
other transplantation sites.

HLA-depleted or other genetically modified ESC/iPSC-
derived cells have not reached clinical trials, but many have
been investigated and assessed for immunogenicity against NK
cells. For instance, the adoptive transfer of NK-92, an IL-2-
dependant NK cell line, in immunodeficient NSG-B2m, a mouse
model for beta-2 microglobulin deficiency and therefore
expresses no mouse MHC class I, showed that human ESCs-
derived CD45+ hematopoietic cells lacking polymorphic HLA
class I was subject to NK-92-mediated lysis, but not if HLA-E
was overexpressed (72). Similarly, tolerance against NK cells was
reported for cells derived from HLA-A/B-knockout, HLA-C-
retaining iPSCs (also preserving non-canonical HLA-E, -F, and
-G, if expressed at all), or for human ESCs with HLA-ABC-KO
and overexpressed HLA-G, PD-L1 and CD47 (69, 130). The
studies found a functional activity by the reconstituted
phenotypically human NK cells.

The rejection of HLA-depleted cells should be evaluated in
SRC-transplanted HIS mice, which better recapitulate the in vivo
response in humans. Various HLA class I-deficient cells are
used to assess the immunity of HIS mice with enhanced human
NKF cell development (Table 2). EB virus-immortalized
lymphoblastoid cell lines, LCLs, and its mutant subclone
deficient for endogenous HLA class I were used (105, 114).
These LCLs were injected into HIS NSG mice infused with
human fetal liver CD34+ cells. The rate of the HLA class I-
deficient subset was smaller in the spleen, especially when the
mice were pretreated with poly I:C, which had likely induced IL-
15 and IL15Ra expression on myeloid cells (105). In a similar
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experimental design, the rate of the HLA class I-deficient subset
was less in the spleen of HIS MISTRG mice compared with HIS
NSG mice (114). These results indicate that human NK cells in
HIS mice can specifically reject HLA class I-deficient cells if they
are quantitatively and/or functionally sufficient. However,
caution is required, as it later became clear that the defect of
HLA expression was not confirmable in the deposited cells (134).
Alternatively, cell lines that lack the expression of HLA class I,
such as the leukemia-derived K562 cells, have been explored
(110, 111). The growth of subcutaneously inoculated K562 cells
was suppressed in HIS NOG-IL-15 Tg mice transferred with
human peripheral blood NK cells compared with non-
transferred mice (110). Another study co-injected K562 cells
together with HLA class I-expressing Raji cells to reveal that the
growth rate of K562 cells was lower in HIS SRG-15 mice than in
HIS NSG or SRGmice (111). Meanwhile, one study grafted B cell
acute lymphoblastic leukemia patient cells into HIS NSG mice
reconstituted with parent-derived BM HSCs primed with IL-15
and poly I:C. There were fewer KIR mismatched leukemia cells in
the BM of these mice than non-humanized NSG mice, indicating
reconstituted NK cell-dependent tumor lysis (135).

While these models successfully rejected “missing self-HLA”
cells by human NK cells in HIS mice, all cells used were
malignant and thus may not be applicable to regenerative
medicine settings, in which non-tumor allografts would be
administered. In this regard, we recently showed that HIS
MSTRG mice treated with IL-15/IL-15Ra to enhance human
NK cell reconstitution significantly rejected HLA class-I
knockout iPSC-derived hematopoietic progenitor cells (70).
Interestingly, this model also showed that HLA class I-
knockout iPSC-derived platelets were not rejected by NK cells
in vivo. These findings show the importance of assaying each cell
type in vivo for NK cell immunogenicity.

Besides evaluating the “missing self” response, NK cells could
target allogeneic and autologous contaminating undifferentiated
human iPSCs that are downregulated for HLA class I (132). The
proper reconstitution of NK cells is therefore indispensable for
assessing the risk of teratomas formation in HIS mice. This
targeting also argues for caution in the potential use of immune-
suppressants in iPSC-derived regenerative therapies, since host
Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org 10
NK cells can mitigate the development of teratomas if not
managed by other strategies such as irradiation in anucleate
cell products (136) and introducing suicide genes (76–78) or
drug-resistant miRNA switches (79, 80).
CONCLUSION

The proper modeling of NK cell immunity is fundamental to
assessing the complete immunogenicity profile of new
allotransplantable materials with HLA-homozygous or HLA-
depleted phenotypes derived from iPSCs. In this regard, HIS
mice using SRC as the source cells are a generally available
system that represent a chimeric system inhabited by an
endogenous human immune system. Thus, they could provide
pre-clinical models to recapitulate the allograft rejection in
human transplantation therapies for pre-clinical application.
Since the development of HIS mice with human NK cells has
only developed recently, most of these mice have been used to
generally evaluate the rejection of malignant cells lacking HLA
class I. However, but as the field of iPSC-based regenerative
medicine progress, it is expected that their application against
non-malignant iPSC-derived allografts will be extensively
studied. There are still issues to overcome such as a long
lifespan with stable engraftment to assess chronic allograft
rejection and also reproducibility of the reconstitution, as the
most common SRCs, UCB HSCs, are abundantly available
without invasive procedure but will vary between donors.
While further optimization is required to completely and
reproducibly reconstitute the human immune system, the
general availability and sophisticated engineering of HIS mice
should advance experimental cell replacement therapies and
regenerative medicine.
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TABLE 2 | Rejection of HLA-deficient cells in HIS Hu-SRC mice in vivo.

Mouse
strain

Human cytokine supply HSC source Target cells Analysis Reference

NSG Indirect via poly I:C injection UCB LCL721.221, LCL721.45 12 h spleen FCM [vs.
poly I:C(-)]

Strowig et al. (105)

MITRG
/MISTRG

M-CSF/ IL-3/ GM-CSF/ TPO overexpression UCB LCL721.221, LCL721.45 12 h spleen FCM [vs.
hu-NSG]

Rongvaux et al. (114)

NSG IL15/IL15Ra, poly I:C injection Parent-derived BM (KIR
mismatch)

Patient-derived B-ALL cells 20 h BM Kübler et al. (132)

NOG-IL-2-
Tg

IL-2 overexpression UCB K562 leukemia cells Tumor size [vs. non-
Tg]

Katano et al. (110)

SRG-15 IL-15 overexpression Fetal liver K562 leukemia cells 24 h, FCM Herndler-Brandstetter
et al. (111)

MITRG
/MISTRG

M-CSF/ IL-3/GM-CSF/ TPO overexpression +
IL15/IL15Ra injection

UCB iPSC-derived B2M-/- HPCs
and platelets

6h Blood, FCM Suzuki et al. (70)
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UCB, umbilical cord blood; BM, bone marrow; HPCs, hematopoietic progenitor cells; WT, wild type; FCM, flow cytometry.
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